Here, we report that T cell receptor (TCR) and costimulatory signals imprint an early, cell-intrinsic, division fate, whereby cells effectively count through generations before returning automatically to a quiescent state. This autonomous program can be extended by cytokines. Signals from the TCR, costimulatory receptors, and cytokines add together using a linear division calculus, allowing the strength of a T cell response to be predicted from the sum of the underlying signal components. These data resolve a long-standing costimulation paradox and provide a quantitative paradigm for therapeutically manipulating immune response strength.
U pon infection, pathogen-specific CD8 + T cells undergo a characteristic kinetic sequence: rapid proliferation and expansion followed by population contraction due to cell death (1) . While short-term stimulation is sufficient to trigger CD8 + T cell proliferation (2, 3), further exposure to stimulatory signals is required for an effective response (2, 4, 5) . Although multiple attempts have been made to create a theory relating the integration of stimulatory signals to T cell response strength, all have been qualitative (6) and thus have lacked the power to predict the quantitative effect of altering stimulatory combinations and strength. The current qualitative paradigm describes T cell activation and response magnitude as the outcome of three requisite signals: signal 1, T cell receptor (TCR) (1); signal 2, membrane-bound antigen-presenting cell (APC)-delivered costimuli (4); and signal 3, cytokines from inflammatory, homeostatic, or autocrine sources (5) . The importance of these signals for T cell expansion is highly context-dependent, as classic in vitro studies have identified many "critical" signal 2 and 3 molecules (5, 7-9); however, gene deletion typically yields only moderate defects in the in vivo CD8 + T cell response (10-13), implying considerable redundancy.
Recent studies in B cells report an automated return to quiescence after a series of division rounds (14) (15) (16) . The number of mitotic cycles B cells undergo varies and is influenced by the strength of stimulation. We hypothesized that T cells might be programmed in a similar manner with the final number of divisions (N) (Fig. 1A , left panel) a function of the sum of inputs from signals 1, 2, and 3 (illustrated in Fig. 1A ). If correct, it may be possible to determine the calculus of addition to serve as the basis for a quantitative framework for T cell costimulation.
To test this hypothesis, we first measured the onset of quiescence in CD8 + T cells using TCRtransgenic OT-I mice [ (17, 18) . We define the number of generations of division before returning to quiescence as the cell's division destiny (DD) (14) (15) (16) 19) . OT-I/FucciRG CD8 + T cells were transferred into mice infected with recombinant HKx31 influenza virus expressing N4 (HKx31-N4) (20) . During early expansion, most OT-I/FucciRG CD8 + T cells were proliferative, with <10% reverting to a quiescent state by day 3 of the response. This proportion of quiescent cells increased steadily, reaching~75% of all OT-I/FucciRG CD8 + T cells by the onset of contraction at day 7 (Fig. 1, B and C) . To estimate the number of divisions T cells underwent before dropping out of cycle, the Cyton model (15, 21) was fitted to total and quiescent cell numbers ( Fig. 1D and table S1 ). Results were consistent with a T cell DD range spanning~10 generations (Fig. 1E ). If DD is carried through each cell lineage (16) , this result predicts up to 1000-fold differences in T cell family size consistent with recent single-cell tracking studies (22, 23) .
To further explore the regulation of division progression, we developed a minimal in vitro stimulation system using CellTrace Violet (CTV)-labeled OT-I/FucciRG CD8 + T cells. The contribution of signals 2 and 3 was reduced by using peptide selfpresentation by purified CD8 + T cells (24) . The strong effect of autocrine interleukin-2 (IL-2) was controlled by adding blocking antibody (clone S4B6) and using human IL-2 (hIL-2), resistant to S4B6, when required (25) . Superficially the in vitro pattern of early proliferation with a gradual onset of quiescence recapitulated the in vivo response ( Fig. 1 , C and F), with the major differences being the DD and subsequent time to die (Fig. 1,  D , E, and G, and table S1). We speculated that the three known sources of regulation-TCR affinity, costimuli, and cytokinesmight combine to convert the low DD observed in vitro into the extensive outcome possible in vivo (Fig. 1E) .
To improve estimation of mean DD (mDD) in our in vitro CTV division tracking assay, we used OT-I CD8 + T cells deficient in the proapoptotic molecule Bim (OT-I/Bcl2l11
) for all experiments. These cells reported the same mDD as OT-I/Bcl2l11
+/+ CD8 + T cells ( Fig. 2A; fig. S1 , A to C; and table S2), but the enhanced survival upon reverting to quiescence facilitated DD measurement at later times, consistent with previous studies in B cells (15, 16) . Fig. S2 , A to F, shows the effect of a range of T cell stimuli on mDD. TCR affinity, several agonists representative of cell-contact-mediated costimulation, and some, but not all, cytokines tested were able to regulate DD in a dose-dependent manner. To determine when DD was most susceptible to regulation, cells from cultures where stimulation was removed immediately before the first division (24) were compared to cells with constant costimulation. Agonist antibodies to CD28 and CD27 principally acted before the first division. In contrast, ongoing exposure to IL-2, IL-4, and IL-12 was required for maximal proliferation (Fig. 2B ). Higher levels of IL-2 or IL-4 caused T cells to divide beyond CTV resolution ( fig. S3 ) and the culture capacity. Therefore, to investigate the potential of IL-2 and IL-4 to extend DD when cytokine levels were maintained, OT-I/Bcl2l11
−/− CD8 + T cells were subcultured every 48 hours in hIL-2 ( Fig. 2C) or IL-4 ( fig. S4A ), and total cell numbers were calculated using splitting ratios. Cyton fitting revealed that hIL-2 and IL-4 can increase the mDD by up tõ 11 and 7 divisions, respectively ( . Titration of hIL-2 showed the effect on mDD to be dose dependent ( Fig. 2D ) and that this increase in mDD was associated with an increase in variance ( Fig. 2E and fig. S4C ). Together these results demonstrated that DD can be intrinsically programmed by early signals, but also has the flexibility to be "reprogrammed" or extended by extrinsic stimuli as the T cells divide.
We then determined how T cells integrated multiple contributors to DD. In Fig. 3 , A and B, we show the increase in mDD imprinted before the first division for low concentrations of CD28 and CD27 agonist antibodies, and IL-12 protein.
The combination of antibodies to CD28 and CD27 programmed an mDD that was equivalent to the sum of each individual effect, with IL-12 giving a slightly greater than additive increase in mDD [(B) to (E)] n = 5 to 10 mice per time point, pooled from two independent experiments; mean T SEM.
[(E) to (G)] Representative of three independent experiments; mean T SEM from triplicate culture wells. (Fig. 3, C and D) . Importantly, no single "second signal" appeared obligatory, but rather multiple small arithmetic effects on DD culminated in large geometric differences in the cell numbers produced (Fig. 1A, center and right panels) . Thus, an increase of~2.2 divisions in mDD (Fig. 3D) with the accompanying~0.5 division increase in standard deviation ( fig. S5 , A to D, and table S5) summed from three weak costimuli resulted in a net~8-fold increase in the peak cell number (Fig. 3, E and F S5E  and table S5) . Early programming was cell intrinsic because cells imprinted with an mDD of 1 or~3.4 generations gave the same outcome irrespective of whether they were subsequently cultured separately or together ( fig. S6, A and B) . The approximately additive effect of stimuli on DD also applied for a range of combinations when stimuli were retained in culture during subsequent division rounds ( fig. S7, A to D) .
Taken together, this series of experiments reveals two stages of regulation of T cell DD. In the first stage, signal 1 and a series of signal 2 and 3 stimuli of different strengths and combinations can additively "program" a heritable number of division rounds before the first cell division. In the second stage, exposure to external signals, mainly cytokines, can be processed and added to the DD. These features are consistent with a molecular mechanism whereby each stimulatory signal contributes a quantum of mitosis-promoting SCIENCE sciencemag.org 28 protein or complex that is diluted by division until a submitotic concentration is reached and division ceases (26) . The two-stage DD programming model makes two key predictions for the role of extrinsic factors, such as IL-2, that could be tested during in vivo CD8 + T cell responses: (i) the major physiological role of autocrine IL-2 is in maintaining division, and therefore it will be more important away from the initial site of CD8 + T cell priming; and (ii) the effect of IL-2 on DD will sum with other stimuli, allowing the prediction of CD8 + T cell expansion kinetics when IL-2 and other stimuli are combined.
We tested the first prediction by comparing the expansion of IL-2 receptor a-deficient OT-I CD8 + T cells (OT-I/Il2ra −/− ) with OT-I/Il2ra
+/+ CD8 + T cells in two different in vivo systems, namely an antiinfluenza response and islet graft rejection model. Similar numbers of OT-I/Il2ra
+/+ and OT-I/ Il2ra −/− CD8 + T cells were detected at the site of priming [mediastinal lymph node (mLN)] during the expansion phase when cotransferred into HKx31-N4 infected mice (Fig. 4A) . In contrast, a bias toward expansion of OT-I/Il2ra
+/+ CD8 + T cells was observed in the spleen and lungs, consistent with a role for IL-2 in the maintenance of cell expansion (Fig. 4A) . OT-I/Il2ra
+/+ CD8 + T cells also outcompeted OT-I/Il2ra
−/− CD8 + T cells at the effector site during an anti-islet graft response (Fig. 4B) . The proportion of bromodeoxyuridinepositive (BrdU + ) OT-I/Il2ra
+/+ CD8 + T cells after a 1-hour in vivo BrdU pulse was~2.5 times as high as for OT-I/Il2ra
−/− CD8 + T cells in the graft (Fig. 4C) , confirming that this bias was attributable to proliferation in the effector site and not due to migration alone (27) .
To investigate the additive nature of T cell stimuli in vivo, OT-I/Il2ra
+/+ and OT-I/Il2ra −/− CD8 + T cells were cotransferred into mice infected with either high-affinity (HKx31-N4) or low-affinity (HKx31-Q4) influenza virus (20) . The Cyton model was fitted to T cell numbers to estimate the increase in DD due to TCR affinity or IL-2 signaling alone (Fig. 4, D and E, top, and table S6). By summation of these individual contributions to the mean and variance of the DD distribution, we predicted the effect of a combined increase in TCR affinity and IL-2 signaling on DD (Fig. 4E, bottom) and successfully recreated the expansion kinetics of OT-I/Il2ra +/+ CD8 + T cells during an HKx31-N4 infection (Fig. 4F) .
Manipulating T cell responses by costimulation and cytokine signaling is an important emerging therapeutic regimen (28, 29) , and a quantitative framework will facilitate the rational development of optimal interventions. To support this goal, we propose a quantitative paradigm where no one signal is obligatory but rather combinations of inputs add together to geometrically enhance outcomes (Fig. 1A) . Thus, combinations of different costimulatory and cytokine signals provide many alternative paths to generate T cell responses of similar magnitude. This framework reconciles long-standing discrepancies between in vivo and in vitro results for IL-2 and costimulatory signals and reveals a quantitative basis for current switch-inspired two-and three-signal models of activation. Further studies measuring simultaneous differentiation changes to effector and memory states associated with cell division would complete the T cell calculating framework and further enhance our ability to predict therapeutic strategies for immunomodulation.
sciencemag.org SCIENCE RESEARCH | REPORTS from the mLN, spleen, and lungs after cotransfer of equal numbers of cells into recipient mice, and (E) the division destiny distribution was determined (top) (19) . By summation of mean and variance of these DD distributions, the cumulative effect of increasing TCR-antigen affinity and IL-2 signaling on the DD distribution (i.e., the DD distribution for OT-I/Il2ra +/+ CD8 + Tcells in HKx31-N4-infected mice)
was predicted (bottom). (F) Using this mean and variance, the cell number over time was predicted for OT-I/Il2ra +/+ CD8 + Tcells in HKx31-N4-infected mice (19) .
Mean T SEM; n = 5 mice per time point, representative of two independent experiments. ****P < 0.0001; ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05. 
